Guideline Section Update Algorithm

1. Panel meetings (3-4 weeks)
   - Keep, modify, or create recommendations. New recommendations are proposed.

2. Optional feedback by entire team (2 weeks)
   - Kept recommendations
   - Modified recommendations (minor changes)
   - Modified (major changes), deleted, or new recommendations

3. Revisions by project team (1 week)
   - Revisions based on comments
   - Revisions based on comments
   - Revisions based on comments

4. Feedback and vote by entire team (2 weeks)
   - Available for viewing/to be published
   - Available for viewing/to be published
   - Keep or delete (90% needed), revisions for comments

5. Clean-up by project team (1 week)
   - Publish (80% approval)
   - Delete if non-important recommendation
   - Revisions back to step 4